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Abstract

This study investigates markup variations within and between cities by estimating the markups

of the Japanese manufacturing establishments. Recent monopolistic competition models with

endogenous price-cost markup reveal that the tougher competition in larger cities lowers the

markup. On the other hand, within cities, more productive and large-sized firms charge higher

markup due to their cost-saving production technology and high-quality products. This study

provides empirical evidence which supports these theoretical predictions. An important finding

of this study is that markup variations are partly offset between establishment and regional factors

when productive and large-sized establishment are located in large cities. Furthermore, this study

finds that global markets face tougher competition, like domestic larger markets. Since more

productive and large-sized establishments can charge higher markups, they can participate in

exporting markets.
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∗I am indebted to Lionel Nesta for his special lecture “Estimation of firm level markups” at Keio University in July 2015.
Naturally, any remaining errors are my own. I am grateful to the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) and the
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project “Data Management” at the RIETI. This research uses the establishment-level panel converter table developed by
the aforementioned project. The views expressed in the paper are solely those of the author, and do not represent those of
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